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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a method to vectorize comic im-
ages including halftone dots. Our method can prevent the
jaggy and moire phenomena when the images are enlarged
and shrank. The method contains three modules: halftone
dots separation, gradation approximation, and vectorization.
At the first module, small isolated areas and altered areas by
dilation and erosion operations are separated into halftone
dots images. At the second module, areas of halftone are
approximated by contours and gradation parameters. At the
last module, both halftone areas and line drawings are vec-
torized and approximated by smooth contours. The size of
compressed file produced by our method is equal or smaller
than JBIG compression. Validity of the proposed method is
confirmed by experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The manga, which is Japanese comic, is one of the enter-
tainments of Japanese culture. On one hand large amounts
of papers are consumed to distribute weekly comic’s maga-
zines. On the other hand, a new display, such as an e–paper
and a LCD, is appeared and may replace a paper. To stop
expenditure of papers, we design a novel vector based com-
pression of comic images for the new display, which has
high resolution such as 300dpi and more. The vectorization
data can be transformed into a PostScript file for general
application such as draw tool and publication.

A lot of schemes for vectorization or polygon approx-
imation have been proposed so far in the fields of pattern
recognition and computer vision [1–4]. Medioni and Ya-
sumoto [1] have presented a method for vectorization con-
sisting of an approximation of a sub–pixel edge by a vari-
able number of Bezier curve segments. Maston and Shih [2]
have proposed scale–based dominant point approach that
uses a scale–space process to detect dominant one to de-
scribe the shape of a 2D object. Yang, Lu, and Lee [3]
have presented a curve fitting algorithm for shape descrip-
tion of chinese characters. Kolesnikov and Franti [4] have

proposed a fast near-optimal algorithm for min-# polygonal
approximation of digitized curves.

All the above algorithms can be used for the vectoriza-
tion in comic image compression. However, it is not con-
sidered to prevent moire when resolution of an image with
halftone dots is changed. In addition, it is redundant to vec-
torize halftone dots directly. Thus, it is expected that the
halftone dots separation provides better results for the im-
age quality and compression rate while a texture of grain on
the image is deprived [5, 6].

An inverse halftoning problem is to reconstruct a con-
tinuous tone image from a halftone dots such that the con-
tinuous tone image appears visually similar to the halftone
dots. However, the all algorithms in a survey article [7] are
considered to produce not a vector graphics but a bitmap
images. Thus, we propose a novel tone detection algorithm
using adaptive area in the halftone dots for gradation ap-
proximation.

Our method consists of three main steps: halftone dots
separation, gradation approximation, and vectorization. First
we separates input images into line drawings and halftone
dots images using two characteristics of halftone dots. Then
we detect halftone areas, which are described by contours
and gradation parameters. Finally we vectorize, based on
polygonal approximation, halftone areas and line drawings.
Both of these components are multiplexed together.

2. OVERVIEW OF VECTOR BASED
COMPRESSION METHOD OF COMIC IMAGES

2.1. Overview

A general framework for compression method of comic im-
age, which relies on halftone dots separations, gradation ap-
proximations, and Bezier curve approximations of contours,
is shown in Fig.1. Input binary images are first separated
into line drawings and halftone dots images. Halftone ar-
eas are detected by a dilation operation from halftone dots
images. A linear gradation tone, including homogeneous
one, is represented halftone area in comic images. A grada-
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Fig. 1. A block diagram of vector based compression

tion approximation is applied to the each area of halftone.
A vectorization based on polygonal approximation of con-
tours is applied to both halftone area images and line draw-
ings. Both of these components are multiplexed together. A
tone value is defined as a ratio of halftone dots a unit area.

2.2. Halftone dots separation

To obtain halftone dots images, we use two characteristics
of them. One is that each dot is an isolated small area where
tone value is low or high. The other is that a halftone area
would be changed by a dilation operation where tone value
is middle.

Halftone areas are detected by a dilation operation from
halftone dots images.

2.3. Vectorization

We use a conventional algorithm [8] to vectorize a contour
of both halftone areas and line drawings. It is based on
the polygon approximation for generating a smooth contour
made from Bezier curves.

EPS file format, which is produced by the program [8],
is redundant with the object of data compression. Thus we
use a general text compression program [9] based on BWT
(Burrows-Wheeler Transform).

3. GRADATION APPROXIMATION

3.1. Approach

The main idea behind the proposed method is to approxi-
mate a halftone dots by a gradation tone and to vectorize
the contour of its area. Since we assume that the original
halftone dots represents a homogeneous tone or a linear gra-
dation tone in comic images. We propose to approximate

the halftone dots with a smooth contour and some gradation
parameters which can be vectorized efficiently.

A linear gradation tone model, which comprehends a
homogeneous one, is defined as a plane in 3D space when
an image consists of a x–y coordinate and a gray level. An
equation of the plane, z = ax+ by+ c, can be solved by the
least square method with three or more point’s data. Three
coefficients (a, b, and c) of the equation are just the grada-
tion parameters. The gray level is defined as a tone value
which is calculated by a small area.

3.2. Constant area size method

To calculate tone values in the halftone area, it is the sim-
plest way to divide a halftone area into n by n pixels small
areas. However, the constant number of n can hardly be
used as small area size to calculate tone values because of
binary nature of halftone dots.

Since a halftone has a strong period in the density, a
moire occurs by a difference of the period of it and the num-
ber of n. A pattern diagram of above description is shown in
Fig.2. When a line of halftone dots is represented in Fig.2
(a), a line of sampling values is represented in Fig.2 (b).
A dashed line in Fig.2 (b) is a pseudo tone value. If the
number of n is defined as a length of arrows in Fig.2 (c),
obtained tone values are dashed lines for each small areas,
respectively.

3.3. Adaptive area size method

To get tone values without moire, the halftone period should
be considered. Technically, it can be obtained easily as fol-
lows. We calculate run lengths of black and white pixels,
respectively. We obtain distances between the centers of
runs. If a series of two distances is same length, there is
a periodicity. For example in Fig.2 (d), lengths of arrows
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Fig. 2. A pattern diagram of moire occuring

are adaptive number of n and dashed lines are obtained tone
values.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Simulation conditions

In this section, we demonstrate the validity of halftone dots
separation, gradation approximation, and vectorization on
some comic images. We compare the obtained gradation
parameters with the theoretical one. We also compare our
compression rate with the JBIG compression under some
conditions.

The test images, which are scanned at the resolution of
300dpi, include three pages with halftone dots. They have
1486x2208 pixels. They are selected from comics.

4.2. Halftone dots separation and gradation approxima-
tion results

Our halftone dots separation operates on both an input im-
age and an inverse input image, in which black and white
pixels are inverted. Fig.3 shows a part of an input image.

The halftone dots separation achieved with the proposed
method is illustrated in Fig.4, Fig.5, and Fig.6. The valid-
ity of the gradation approximation can be seen in Fig.7 and
Fig.8.

4.3. Gradation parameter detection results

We evaluate the approximation method using following pro-
cess. First, we generate gradation images using continuous
tone in computer. Next, we convert them to binary image
using halftone dots method. Then, the proposed method
is applied to them and gradation parameters are obtained.
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Table 1. Comprassed file size [Byte]
No. JBIG Simple Vector Proposed Vector
1 67016 69639 53358
2 52704 60251 58762
3 50511 44137 30231

Finally, we compare known gradation parameters and ob-
tained ones. Gradation parameters are transformed to low-
est density, gradation direction, and slop.

The cumulative results are shown for the theoretical line
and four lengths of gradations in Fig.9. The theoretical tone
values are plotted versus the experimental ones. This figure
shows that the proposed adaptive small area method recon-
structs the theoretical tone values.

4.4. Compression rate

The size of compressed file of JBIG and Vectors are shown
in Table1, in which a simple vector is defined as only vec-
torized image without halftone dots separation.

Since no. 2 test image contains halftone dots plus an-
other texture, the size of proposed vector is larger than the
JBIG but smaller than the simple vector. The other cases,
proposed vector are the smallest size. The validity of the
proposed method is confirmed by this table.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a gradation approximation for
vector based image compression method of binary comic
images. It consisted of three main steps: halftone dots sepa-
ration, gradation approximation, and vectorization. Images
were first separated into line drawings and halftone dots im-
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Fig. 3. Input image Fig. 4. Halftone-dots image at low density

Fig. 5. Inverce halftone-dots image at high density Fig. 6. Line drawing

Fig. 7. Gradation approximation image Fig. 8. Reconstructed image

ages using two characteristics of halftone dots. Each area of
a halftone was described by contours and gradation parame-
ters. A vectorization based on polygonal approximation was
applied to halftone areas and line drawings. Both of these
components were multiplexed together. Validity of the pro-
posed method was confirmed by experimental results.
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